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ABSTRACT
The multiplicity properties of brown dwarfs are critical empirical constraints
for formation theories, while multiples themselves provide unique opportunities to
test evolutionary and atmospheric models and examine empirical trends. Studies
using high-resolution imaging can not only uncover faint companions, but they
can also be used to determine dynamical masses through long-term monitoring of
binary systems. We have begun a search for the coolest brown dwarfs using pre-
liminary processing of data from the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE)
and have confirmed many of the candidates as late-type T dwarfs. In order to
search for companions to these objects, we are conducting observations using the
Laser Guide Star Adaptive Optics system on Keck II. Here we present the first
results of that search, including a T5 binary with nearly equal mass components
and a faint companion to a T8.5 dwarf with an estimated spectral type of T9.
Subject headings: stars: binaries: general — stars: fundamental parameters —
stars: individual (WISEPA J045853.90+643452.6; WISEPA J075003.78+272544.8;
WISEPA J132233.67−234017.0; WISEPA J161441.46+173935.3; WISEPA J161705.75+180714.0;
WISEPA J162725.64+325524.1; WISEPA J165311.05+444423.0; WISEPA J174124.27+255319.6;
WISEPA J184124.73+700038.0) — stars: low mass, brown dwarfs
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1. Introduction
Brown dwarfs are a natural link between extrasolar planets and low-mass stars. Their
study in binary systems provides a method by which to obtain mass and radii measure-
ments (Lane et al. 2001; Zapatero Osorio et al. 2004; Stassun et al. 2006; Liu et al. 2008;
Dupuy et al. 2009) and a means to constrain atmosphere models regardless of the brown
dwarf’s age and metallicity (Liu & Leggett 2005; Mohanty et al. 2007; Burgasser et al. 2010).
While the transition between brown dwarfs and stars is well populated with objects (Kirkpatrick
2005), there remains a temperature gap of several hundred K between the coldest brown
dwarfs (Lucas et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2011) and Jupiter.
One method to find cool brown dwarfs is through deep imaging surveys. Although
the UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS; Warren et al. 2007; Burningham et al.
2008, 2009, 2010; Lucas et al. 2010) and Canada-France Brown Dwarfs Survey (CFBDS;
Delorme et al. 2008, 2010) surveys have already extended the T dwarf spectral sequence to
cool brown dwarfs with spectral types T8 and later, the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer
(WISE; Wright et al. 2010) has pushed this to even cooler objects (Kirkpatrick et al., sub-
mitted; Cushing et al. in prep.). The advantage of these surveys is that they cover large
areas of the sky, thereby increasing the chance of discovering these hard-to-find objects. The
downside to these surveys is that they are generally designed to survey large areas of sky at
the expense of deep images and, because the absolute magnitudes of brown dwarfs get fainter
with decreasing effective temperatures, the effective temperatures of the coldest discoveries
are limited by the depth of the survey.
A second way to find cool brown dwarfs is to search for them as binary companions
to already cool, known brown dwarfs, such as those found in the wide-field surveys. High
resolution imaging surveys are the dominant means for finding companions and the most
prolific, with >100 systems found to date (Burgasser et al. 2007). While they can probe to
much fainter (and cooler) objects than wide area surveys, high resolution imaging programs
are limited in the number of objects they can discover by the binary fraction of cool brown
dwarfs and the limitations of ground-based adaptive optics systems.
We have initiated a program to search for the coolest brown dwarfs using both of the
above methods. Specifically, we use newly discovered brown dwarfs fromWISE (Mainzer et al.
2011, Kirkpatrick et al., submitted) and target them with high resolution imaging at Keck.
In Section 2 we briefly summarize the WISE project and how it is sensitive to brown dwarfs.
Section 3 details our Keck observing and data reduction procedures, and our results are
given in Section 4.
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2. Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer
The Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE; Wright et al. 2010) is a NASA Medium
Class Explorer (MIDEX) mission that was designed to survey the entire sky simultaneously
at four infrared wavelengths: 3.4µm (W1), 4.6µm (W2), 12µm (W3), and 22µm (W4). It
was launched on 2009 December 14 from Vandenberg Air Force Base in California and, after
a 1 month check-out period, it continuously obtained images of the sky. WISE completed a
4-band, first pass of the sky on 2010 July 17. The telescope and arrays were kept cool by
a two-stage cryostat; the cryogen in the outer cryostat was exhausted in early August 2010.
The increase in the thermal background caused the W4 array to saturate on 2010 August
8. The W3 array became saturated on 2010 September 30, shortly after the coolant in the
primary cryostat was depleted. Data collection for W1 and W2 ceased on 2011 February 1,
after a second epoch of the sky was completed and briefly into the start of a third epoch.
One of the primary goals of WISE is to identify ultracool brown dwarfs. In fact, the W1
and W2 bands were designed specifically to probe the deep CH4 absorption band at ∼3.3µm
and the region relatively free of opacity at ∼4.6µm in the spectra of cool brown dwarfs
(Burrows et al. 2003). Since the peak of the Planck function at these low temperatures is
in the mid-IR, a large amount of flux emerges at 4.6µm, making the W1−W2 colors of cool
brown dwarfs extremely red (>2.0 mag; see Figure 12 in Wright et al. 2010). This very red
W1−W2 color is almost unique among astronomical objects.
The WISE Point Source Working Database contains well over 1 billion entries. We have
spectroscopic follow-up observations for a small sample of our best brown dwarf candidates
and have confirmed ≈80 of these objects as having spectral types cooler than T5, which
more than triples the number of objects with spectral types T8 and cooler (Kirkpatrick
et al., submitted). In an effort to find brown dwarf binaries with even cooler, lower mass
companions, we have observed with high-resolution imaging 9 of these spectroscopically
confirmed, late-type brown dwarfs (T5-T9) to search for binary companions.
3. Observations
Our targets were selected from our list of spectroscopically confirmed WISE brown
dwarfs (Mainzer et al. 2011, Kirkpatrick et al., submitted). We generally opted for brown
dwarfs that were already very cool (spectral types T8 and later), though we did observe
earlier types to fill holes during the night. All of the WISE brown dwarfs are much too faint
at optical wavelengths to serve as natural guide stars (NGS) for the Keck II Adaptive Optics
(AO) system, so we required the use of the laser guide star (LGS) to provide the input for the
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wavefront corrector. While the LGS can be pointed to virtually any position in the sky above
2 airmasses, the system needs a reference star to provide the tip-tilt corrections. Tip-tilt
reference stars can be as faint as R ≈18 mag for Keck II, which is still much brighter than our
targets at this wavelength. A search of the USNO-B catalog (Monet et al. 2003) showed that
all but a few of our brown dwarfs had a suitably bright star within ≈60′′, the limit for the
Keck II AO system. Table 1 presents the targets that were observed for this program. The
full WISE designations are given in the table in the form WISEPA Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s
and are truncated to WISE hhmm±ddmm hereafter.
High resolution imaging observations of our targets were obtained using the Keck II
LGS-AO system (Wizinowich et al. 2006; van Dam et al. 2006) with NIRC2 on the nights
of 24 March 2010, 1 July 2010, and 27 December 2010 (UT). Conditions were good during
the March and July nights with seeing <1′′; the December night was fraught with high
humidity and instrument problems1. The data were obtained by using a 3-point dither
pattern that avoided the noisy, lower left quadrant of the array. The pattern was repeated
as needed, though with different dither offsets, to build up long exposures. The Mauna
Kea Observatories (MKO; Simons & Tokunaga 2002; Tokunaga et al. 2002) H filter and
narrow plate scale (0.009942′′/pixel for a single-frame field-of-view of 10′′ × 10′′) were used
for the March and July observations because they provide the best compromise between
image quality (i.e. Strehl ratio) and target-companion brightness contrast. The wide camera
(plate scale = 0.039686′′/pixel) was used for the December night because the goal of that
observation was to provide a deep exposure of the target with as many neighboring stars as
possible in order to obtain good photometry. Fortunately, even with this larger plate scale,
the observations still provide a good measure for binarity in this object. Objects that looked
binary or had a close star in the field on pair-subtracted images were also observed with the
MKO J and/or Ks filters. Details of the observing log can be found in Table 2.
The images were reduced in a standard fashion using IDL scripts. Because of the small
FOV of the images and the scarcity of objects on the frames, we used a simple “A−B”
method for the sky subtraction, where “A” is the target image to be reduced and “B” is
the dithered frame of the target either immediately after or before “A,” depending on where
“A” was in the full dither sequence. This method produced a much better sky subtraction
compared to the median of all dithered observations of a target. The presence of negative
stars from the offset sky frame had no impact on our ability to detect companions because
they were significantly offset (4-5′′) from the target in most cases. One of the targets (WISE
1653+4444) had a tip-tilt reference star near the edge of the field steering mirror field-of-
1The seeing on the December night was not measured because the seeing monitor was not running, nor
did we take any non-AO images in our limited on-sky time.
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view and required small 1′′ nods to keep the lock on the tip-tilt star. Even these small
offsets are well beyond the PSF of the target and only had a minor impact on the sensitivity
of companion detection at that radius (see below). The sky-subtracted frames were then
divided by a dome flat. The images were shifted to align the target to a common location
and the stack was median averaged to create the final mosaics (see Figures 1, 2, 5, and 7) .
4. Results
4.1. Sources With No Apparent Companions
The shape of the target point spread function (PSF) is heavily dependent on the ob-
serving conditions (seeing and airmass), returned power of the LGS, and the brightness and
location (relative to the target) of the tip-tilt reference star. In general, reference stars
that are within about 20′′ of the target produce fairly circular PSFs, whereas reference stars
between ∼20-60′′ can produce elliptical PSFs aligned in the direction of the reference star
(see WISE 1653+4444 in Figure 1). Thus, it is often difficult to identify very close binaries
based solely on the shape of the PSF when the target is the only source in the very small
field. It is possible to select “PSF” targets with reference star properties similar to that of
the science target in order to approximate the PSF of a single star in our field of interest.
Unfortunately, we were unable to obtain observations of PSF stars for the observations pre-
sented here. Nonetheless, given the smooth slopes of our targets’ PSFs, we are confident in
our ability to identify bright companions beyond ≈0.′′3.
Seven of our targets have PSFs that are consistent with unresolved point sources. We
utilize two quantitative methods to compute the magnitude limits for companions close to
the target and describe both in the following sections.
4.1.1. PSF Planting
Our first method to compute sensitivity involves planting fake companions on the image
at various radii from the target, and determining if those companions can be detected using
automated software. We first make a 257×257 pixel subimage of the field with the location
of the target’s centroid in pixel position (129,129). Assuming that the PSF of the target is
rotationally symmetric, we rotate the image 180◦ and subtract it from an unrotated copy of
the image. We shift the rotated image systematically around a 7×7 pixel grid (±3 pixels in
X and Y about the center) to find the optimal offset whose subtraction produces the lowest
residuals.
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The synthetic companion PSF is simply a scaled version of the target’s PSF that is added
to the residual image at 20 different radii from the central pixel (distances range from 5 to 100
pixels in steps of 5 pixels). At each radius, we step through 20 companion magnitudes (from
0.25 to 5.0 magnitudes fainter than the target) and plant them at 100 random position
angles (i.e. there are 40,000 companions with different radius+magnitude+position angle
combinations). We use SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) to search for star-like sources in
the field and are specifically interested in the code’s ability to find the planted companion2.
We define a “found” source as one whose SExtractor X BEST and Y BEST coordinates are
within 3 pixels of the location of the planted object. The limiting magnitude for detection is
the faintest magnitude at which SExtractor finds more than 50% of the planted PSFs at a
given radial distance from the central pixel. The 50% limit is somewhat arbitrarily chosen,
but is based on SExtractor’s inability to find the planted companion even in cases in which
the companion is clearly visible. Requiring that 90-100% of the planted companions to be
found results in magnitudes limits that are much too bright compared to limits finding the
companions visually. A threshold of 50% provides limits that are more reasonable, though
are perhaps still too bright.
Figure 3 shows the sensitivity obtained using PSF planting. The results of this technique
internal to a radius of 0.′′2 are quite unreliable. Residuals from the rotation-subtracted target
can distort the companion’s PSF in such a way that SExtractor has difficulty finding the
companion. Beyond 0.′′2 the residuals are much more uniform and the companion’s PSFs
do not change significantly at the various position angles. This is readily apparent in the
relative flatness in the sensitivity beyond 0.′′2.
4.1.2. Standard Deviation of the Background
Our second method for computing the sensitivities appears to be more reliable than
the PSF-planting technique. For this method we create a set of ≈100 annuli with 1-pixel
widths centered on the target, in the mosaic image, and running out to 100 pixels (≈ 1′′ for
the narrow camera and 4′′ for the wide camera). We calculate the standard deviation of the
pixel values in each annulus (σan) and compute the flux an object would have if it is found
in the annulus and has a measurement error of 0.33 mag (3-σ measurement). The flux of
the companion, F , is calculated by starting with the standard equations for the magnitude
error (σm):
2We largely use the default parameters (eg., DETECT MINAREA=5, DETECT THRESH=1.5, and
ANALYSIS THRESH=1.5) for object extractions.
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σm = 1.0857 ∗ σF/F (1)
σF =
√
(A ∗ σ2an)
2 + (A2 ∗ σ2an/Nan)
2 + (F/G)2 (2)
where σm is the magnitude error for detection limits (0.33 mag), G is the NIRC2 gain
(4 e−/DN), A is the area of the aperture used for the hypothetical measurement of the
companion (pi*[10pix]2 for the narrow camera observations and pi*[5pix]2 for the wide camera
observations), and Nan is the number of pixels in the annulus. Combining Equations 1 and
2 and solving for F gives
F =
1.08572/(σ2m ∗G) +
√
(1.08572/(σ2m ∗G))
2 + 4 ∗ (A ∗ σ2an + A
2 ∗ σ2an/Nan) ∗ 1.0857
2/σ2m
2
,
(3)
This flux is converted to a magnitude and the magnitude of the target as measured on the
frame is subtracted from it to obtain the magnitude difference (Figure 4). In general, we
are able to reach limiting magnitudes of ≈22 mag in our exposures for companions with
separations greater than 0.′′3. For an assumed distance of 10pc (projected separation of 3
AU) and age of 1 Gyr, this corresponds to a mass and effective temperature of 6 MJup and
350 K, respectively (Burrows et al. 2003).
4.2. Sources With Binary PSFs
Two of our targets have PSFs with structure suggestive of them being multiple objects.
In the following sections we discuss each of these targets in more detail.
4.2.1. WISE 1841+7000
With a spectral type of T5, WISE 1841+7000 is the warmest object in our sample.
Both the individual images and the final mosaics (Figure 5) reveal a dual-peaked PSF with
a separation of ≈8 pixels (0.′′08). The close proximity of the sources complicates the relative
photometry because the PSFs overlap considerably. We used the rotate and subtract method
described in Looper et al. (2008) to reduce the contribution of the adjacent object when
measuring the flux of a source.
Analysis of the images are further complicated by the quality of the PSFs. The reference
star is located ≈46′′ from the target and the observations were taken at an airmass of
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1.61. Consequently, the PSFs have a fuzzy, elliptical shape, which is clearly evident on the
mosaicked images and even more so on the companion-subtracted images (Figure 6). Using
a circular aperture for the photometry would have been inefficient as it would have either
included large amounts of sky or chopped off flux from the source. Therefore, an elliptical
aperture was used to compute the flux of the source (circular annuli were still used for the
sky computation). The magnitudes of the sources are highly dependent upon the quality of
the companion’s subtraction which, in turn, depends primarily on the pixel location about
which the image is rotated. For a given object, this rotation axis was chosen by computing
a Gaussian centroid for the object. Because this centroid can be affected by the companion
and to assign errors to our relative magnitudes, we compute the instrumental magnitudes for
rotation axes distributed over a 3×3-pixel grid centered on the best rotation axis. The final
magnitudes are the average of the 9 magnitudes, and the errors are the standard deviations
of the 9 magnitudes. The resultant relative photometry is shown in Table 3, where we refer
to the brighter J component to the West as WISE 1841+7000A and the fainter component
J component to the East as WISE 1841+7000B (see below).
The differential H and Ks magnitudes are consistent with equal brightness components
(∆H=0.02±0.12; ∆Ks=0.10±0.09), and the magnitude difference in J (∆J=0.33±0.17 mag)
is only significant at the 2-σ level. There are only two other known binaries that are
nearly equal mass with spectral types similar to WISE 1841+7000AB: 2MASS 1534−2952AB
(T5+T5.5; Burgasser et al. 2003; Liu et al. 2008) and SDSS 0926+5847AB (T4+T4; Burgasser et al.
2006b). Although 2MASS 1534−2952AB has NIRC2 observations similar to our own, the
near-IR colors for that system (Liu et al. 2008) are not similar to those of WISE 1841+7000AB.
The angular separation of the 2MASS 1534−2952AB system is ≈3 times larger than the sep-
aration for WISE 1841+7000AB and did not require any special PSF-subtraction techniques
to isolate the components. Consequently, the photometry for that system is presumably
more robust than the photometry presented here.
SDSS 0926+5846AB is similar to WISE 1841+7000AB in that those components are also
nearly equal brightness. The HST F110W and W170M differences for SDSS 0926+5846AB
are .2-σ results (0.4±0.2 and 0.4±0.3, respectively). As with 2MASS 1534−2952AB, the
colors of the SDSS 0926+5846AB components are quite unlike those of WISE 1841+7000AB.
Neither one of these other binaries is like WISE 1841+7000AB, but there are two non-
astrophysical reasons why this could be: our subtraction technique for removing the flux
from the companion may not be ideal since it is possible to either over- or under-subtract
the companion and the MKO filters are quite different from the ones used on HST . Higher
quality follow-up observations, particularly with HST which has a more stable PSF than
NIRC with LGS-AO, will be able to determine if this binary is indeed anomalous compared
to similar binaries.
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We use the spectral type–absolute magnitude relationship parameterized in Marocco et al.
(2010) to estimate the distance to W1841+7000AB. By fitting the absolute magnitudes of
L and T dwarfs from L0 to T9, Marocco et al. (2010) are able to derive the relationship
between absolute magnitude and spectral type for the J , H , and Ks MKO filters. Since we
do not have a calibrated Ks magnitude for the WISE 1841+7000AB composite, we can only
compute absolute magnitudes for J and H . We assume that the spectral type for both com-
ponents of the system are equal (T5), since the flux ratios at these bandpasses are nearly 1.
We use both fits (including and excluding suspected binaries) to estimate a J-band distance
of 38.3±4.8 pc and an H-band distance of 42.1±4.9 pc, for a average distance of 40.2±4.9
pc and a projected component separation of 2.8±0.7AU. For an assumed age of 1 Gyr, those
objects would have a mass of ≈60 times that of Jupiter (Chabrier et al. 2000), corresponding
to an orbital period of ∼11 years.
With only a single epoch showing the resolved components, the validity of calling this a
binary system comes into question. Fortunately, the ancillary data that exists for this object
rule out the fainter source as a background object. WISE 1841+7000 has a proper motion of
≈0.5 ′′/yr (Kirkpatrick et al., submitted) and is visible in 2MASS. The 2MASS observation
was obtained 12 years prior to the NIRC2 images, and the brown dwarf has moved more
than 6′′ between these epochs (the proper motion is confirmed by multiple epochs fromWISE
and Spitzer, so we are confident that the 2MASS source is WISE 1841+7000). If one of
these sources was a background object, then it should also be visible in the 2MASS image
at approximately the same brightness as the brown dwarf. The lack of any object in the
2MASS image at the WISE-derived position of the brown dwarf indicates that the sources
seen in the NIRC2 image are co-moving and gravitationally bound.
4.2.2. WISE 0458+6434
WISE 0458+6434 is the first ultracool brown dwarf found using WISE data (Mainzer et al.
2011) and has a spectral type of T8.5 (Cushing et al., in prep.). This object was observed
at the start of the night, just before it reached its maximum allowed airmass for LGS AO
observations (2 airmasses). The performance of the LGS AO system is adversely impacted
at such a large airmass, resulting in poor AO correction and very fuzzy images (Figure 7).
However, our first observations at H clearly showed the object was a binary. Since we had
limited time to observe it before it hit the maximum airmass, we obtained follow-up images
in J-band only.
Given the poor quality of the images, the computation of the component separation and
position angle proved to be more difficult than usual for LGS AO data. In fact, the images
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are sufficiently fuzzy that a centroid location for the companion could not be found for either
mosaic. In order to compute the separation, we made several measurements of the apparent
central peaks of the components as judged by-eye. We then found the average and standard
deviation of the different measurements and present them in Table 3.
The photometry is a little more straightforward than for WISE 1841+7000AB because
the angular separation is large enough (≈50 pixels) that special star subtraction techniques
are not needed to obtain good photometry. The main difficulty comes because there is
no centroid location for either component. To obtain the photometry, we start with what
appears (by eye) to be the central location of each component. We compute the photometry
of the objects with a circular aperture centered on that location. We then allow the center
of the aperture to vary in both X and Y by ±3 pixels (integer pixel steps) in order to obtain
a good sample of other possible object “centroids.” The instrumental magnitudes are the
average of the 49 measurements and the errors are the average of the formal measurement
errors added in quadrature with the standard deviation of the instrumental magnitudes.
The differential magnitudes are listed in Table 3, as are the magnitudes of the individual
components.
It’s important to note that the composite near-IR magnitudes for this source in Table 1
are calibrated with 2MASS stars and using 2MASS-like filters. The filters in NIRC2 are
on the MKO system so the magnitude differences measured on these images might not
represent the magnitude differences as seen with 2MASS filters, particularly for J , which is
considerably wider in the 2MASS system. To correct for the difference in the filter systems,
we derived the J and H offsets between MKO and 2MASS by convolving near-IR spectra
we have obtained for several late T dwarfs (spectral types ≥T8) with the filter profiles for
the 2MASS and MKO J and H filters. The objects and offsets are provided in Table 4.
The average magnitude differences for this ensemble (J2MASS − JMKO = +0.339±0.008 mag
and H2MASS −HMKO = −0.039±0.007 mag) are consistent with the offsets between 2MASS
and MKO derived by Stephens & Leggett (2004) for late T dwarfs. We apply these offsets
to the composite magnitudes in Table 1 before using our measured magnitude differences to
compute the individual magnitudes.
We use the same method described above for WISE 1841+7000AB to estimate the
distance to WISE 0458+6434AB. We assume that the flux and features in the composite
spectrum are dominated by the brighter component (WISE 0458+6434A), and therefore
assign the composite spectral type of T8.5 to that source. We find that the distance computed
based on the J and H magnitudes of WISE 0458+6434A are consistent with each other
(10.6±1.3 pc and 10.4±1.4 pc for J and H , respectively) and take the average of these
values as the distance to the system (10.5±1.4 pc).
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To estimate the spectral type of WISE 0458+6434B, we use the distance derived above
to compute the absolute J magnitude for WISE 0458+6434B. At MJ= 18.4±0.3, it is con-
sistent with the absolute J magnitude of UGPS 0722−0540 (18.5±0.2; Lucas et al. 2010)
and suggests that both objects have similar effective temperatures and spectral types. This
would imply that both UGPS 0722−0540 and WISE 0458+6434B have spectral types of T9
(Cushing et al., in prep.)
We adopt a spectrophotometric distance of 10.5±1.4 pc for WISE 0458+6434A and B
and use the absolute magnitudes to compare them to late-type T dwarfs with measured
parallaxes (Figure 8). WISE 0458+6434AB is consistent with other late-type T dwarfs and
inhabits the regime occupied by T8.5 and T9 dwarfs, confirming that both the component
colors computed here and the estimated distance are reasonable. Comparison to the models
of Burrows et al. (2003) and Hubeny & Burrows (2007) shows that WISE 0458+6434A has
an effective temperature ∼600 K (M ≈ MJup at 1Gyr) and WISE 0458+6434B has an
effective temperature ∼500 K (consistent with UGPS 0722−0540 and equivalent to a 10
MJup object at 1Gyr). A measured parallax and resolved spectroscopy will permit a more
robust comparison to the models and other T dwarfs, but it is clear from just this crude
analysis that these objects are among the coolest known brown dwarfs. With a projected
physical separation of ≈5 AU and an orbital period ∼70 years (assuming a total system
mass of 25 MJup), this system will be an important benchmark for late-type T dwarfs as the
orbital motion is followed over the coming decades.
The proper motion of WISE 0458+6434 is only 0.2 ′′/yr and the brown dwarf is too faint
to have been detected by 2MASS (Kirkpatrick et al., submitted). Furthermore, the 2 month
separation between this NIRC2 data and the WISE discovery observations is not nearly long
enough for the brown dwarf to have moved significantly far from a background object and
allow both objects to be visible in the WISE image. Even the year-long baseline between the
WISE observations and those from IRAC Spitzer (Kirkpatrick et al., submitted), provides
for motions less than the resolutions of those respective instruments. Another epoch of high
resolution imaging should be able to confirm these objects as a proper motion pair.
As mentioned above, the WISE W1-W2 colors of cool brown dwarfs are very red
(>2). WISE 0458+6434 has a W1-W2 color of 3.4 (Table 1), which is consistent with
similarly-typed brown dwarfs (Kirkpatrick et al., submitted). In addition, the near-IR spec-
tra (Mainzer et al. 2011) do not show any signs of contamination by a non-brown dwarf
object. The fainter object contributes ∼30% of the total light in the system and its con-
tribution, if it did not have a similar spectral type to the brighter component, would be
easily discernible. The lack of any peculiarity in both the composite photometry and spec-
troscopy, coupled with the strong resemblance of the fainter source to the confirmed T9
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UGPS 0722−0540, leads us to conclude that both objects are brown dwarfs.
5. Conclusions
We have observed nine new WISE brown dwarfs with the Keck II LGS-AO system in
an attempt to discover ultracool companions. Seven of our sources do not show evidence
of binarity with limits of ∆H ≈ 3 − 5 mag at 1′′. WISE 1841+7000AB is a T5 binary
with nearly equal brightness components in H and Ks, but a ∆J of 0.33±0.17 mag. Its
photometry is unlike other binaries with similarly typed components; follow-up work will be
important for determining if these differences point to real astrophysical differences. The
other binary, WISE 0458+6434AB, is noteworthy because, with a composite spectral type
of T8.5, it is the one of the latest-type brown dwarf binaries known. The companion is ≈1
mag fainter than the primary and has similar properties to UGPS 0722−0540 (Lucas et al.
2010). This binary represents an important benchmark system for brown dwarf atmosphere
models and will benefit greatly from resolved spectroscopy and astrometric monitoring.
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Fig. 1.— H-band LGS-AO images for six of our apparently single targets. The images are
≈0.′′6 on a side with North up and East to the left.
Fig. 2.— J- (left) and H-band (right) LGS-AO images of WISE 0750+2527. The images
are ≈2.6′′ on a side with North up and East to the left and were obtained with the NIRC2
wide camera setting. The PSF shows no obvious signs of binarity.
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Fig. 3.— Magnitude difference limits for the detection of a faint companion using the
PSF-planting technique. Results within 0.′′2 are not reliable because the planted PSF is
contaminated by the residuals from the rotation-subtracted target. The apparent magnitude
detection limits vary with each source, but are in the range H ≈19–22 mag.
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Fig. 4.— Magnitude difference limits for the detection of faint companion using the standard
deviation of the background technique. The apparent magnitude detection limits vary with
each source, but are in the range H ≈20–22 mag.
Fig. 5.— JHKs LGS-AO images (left to right) of WISE 1841+7000AB. Each image is ≈0.
′′6
on a side with North up and East to the left.
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Fig. 6.— Companion subtracted J images for WISE 1841+7000AB. The left panel shows
the resultant image after rotating the image about the centroid of the fainter companion and
subtracting. The right panel shows the image after rotating and subtracting the brighter
component. Both images are displayed at the same scale for comparison. The rotation axis
is midway between the positive (shown dark) and negative (shown bright) versions of the
object whose photometry is to be measured.
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Fig. 7.— J (left) and H (right) LGS-AO images of WISE 0458+6434AB. The images are
≈1.25′′ on a side with North up and East to the left.
Table 1. Targets
Name Spectral W1−W2 J H Referencea Near-IR Filter
Type (mag) (mag) (mag) System
WISEPA J045853.90+643452.6 T8.5 3.38±0.11 17.47±0.07 17.41±0.11 1,2,3 2MASS
WISEPA J075003.78+272544.8 T9 >3.89 18.69±0.04 19.00±0.06 2 MKO
WISEPA J132233.67−234017.0 T8 3.24±0.21 17.21±0.10 17.01±0.14 2 2MASS
WISEPA J161441.46+173935.3 T9 4.07±0.46 19.08±0.06 18.47±0.22 2 MKO
WISEPA J161705.75+180714.0 T8 2.86±0.17 17.66±0.08 18.23±0.08 2 MKO
WISEPA J162725.64+325524.1 T6 2.76±0.10 16.48±0.04 16.40±0.05 2 2MASS
WISEPA J165311.05+444423.0 T8 2.81±0.09 17.59±0.03 17.53±0.05 2 2MASS
WISEPA J174124.27+255319.6 T9 2.94±0.05 16.48±0.02 16.24±0.04 2 2MASS
WISEPA J184124.73+700038.0 T5 2.26±0.09 16.64±0.03 16.99±0.04 2 MKO
a(1) Mainzer et al. (2011); (2) Kirkpatrick et al., submitted; (3) Cushing et al. (in prep.)
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Fig. 8.— Absolute J magnitude as a function of J −H color for WISE 0458+6434 A (blue
triangle) and B (blue square) and late-type T dwarfs with measured parallaxes (Lucas et al.
2010; Marocco et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2011). The J −H colors and estimated absolute mag-
nitudes of WISE 0458+6434AB are consistent with objects of spectral type ≈T8.5–T9, con-
firming that these are very cold brown dwarfs.
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Table 2. Observation Log
Name Date (UT) Reference Star Filter Integration (sec) Airmass
WISE 0458+6434 2010 Mar 24 1545-0122611 H 720 1.74-1.80
J 720 1.8-2.0
WISE 0750+2725 2010 Dec 27 1174-0192590 H 720 1.01
J 720 1.00
WISE 1322−2340 2010 Jul 1 0663-0283988 H 720 1.54
WISE 1614+1739 2010 Jul 1 1076-0314736 H 720 1.00
J 720 1.01
WISE 1617+1807 2010 Jul 1 1081-0284597 H 360 1.03
WISE 1627+3255 2010 Mar 24 1229-0311682 H 720 1.02
WISE 1653+4444 2010 Jul 1 1347-0281393 H 360 1.11
WISE 1741+2553 2010 Mar 24 1158-0263562 H 240 1.00
WISE 1841+7000 2010 Jul 1 1600-0124807 H 360 1.61
J 360 1.62
Ks 720 1.63
Table 3. Properties of WISE 1841+7000AB and WISE 0458+6434AB
Parameter WISE 1841+7000AB WISE 0458+6434AB
MKO ∆J (mag) 0.33±0.17 0.98±0.08
MKO ∆H (mag) 0.02±0.12 1.00±0.09
MKO ∆Ks (mag) 0.10±0.09 · · ·
MKO JA (mag) 17.24±0.10 17.50±0.09
MKO JB (mag) 17.57±0.13 18.48±0.12
MKO HA (mag) 17.73±0.10 17.81±0.13
MKO HB (mag) 17.75±0.10 18.81±0.17
Est. Distance (pc) 40.2±4.9 10.5±1.4
ρ (mas) 70±14 510±20
ρ (AU) 2.8±0.7 5±0.4
θ (◦) 82±9 320±1
Est. Orbit Period (yr)a ∼11 ∼70
aFor an assumed system age of 1 Gyr.
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Table 4. Objects Used to Compute 2MASS-MKO Magnitude Offsets
Name Spectral J2MASS − JMKO H2MASS −HMKO Discovery/SpT
Type (mag) (mag) Referencea
2MASS J04151954−0935066 T8 +0.329 −0.026 1/2
2MASS J09393548−2448279 T8 +0.329 −0.044 3/2
Wolf 940B T8.5 +0.339 −0.033 4/5
ULAS J003402.77−005206.7 T8.5 +0.352 −0.038 6/5
ULAS J133553.45+113005.2 T8.5 +0.346 −0.047 7/5
CFBDS J005910.90−011401.3 T8.5 +0.340 −0.043 8/5
UGPS 072227.51−054031.2 T9 +0.335 −0.042 9/5
a(1) Burgasser et al. (2002); (2) Burgasser et al. (2006a); (3) Tinney et al. (2005); (4)
Burningham et al. (2009); (5) Cushing et al. (in prep.); (6) Warren et al. (2007); (7) Burningham et al.
(2008); (8) Delorme et al. (2008); (9) Lucas et al. (2010)
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